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Description
ansible/host_vars/Thorfinn/backup.yml: should not /usr/share/rbot/plugins be added to backup_important_custom (I noted
'manual changes tracking in rbot plugins') ?
ansible/host_vars/Elwing/backup.yml: should not /data/Vingilot_backup, /data/elwing_sys, /data/share/Data-Important be added
?
s/backup_exclude/backup_excludes/ (same for backup_exclude_regex)
burp role should handle exclude_regex too
History
#1 - 2017-08-29 14:57 - Pierre-Louis Bonicoli
- Description updated

#2 - 2017-08-29 16:30 - Marc Dequènes
Good catch for rbot.
/data/Vingilot_backup is not guaranted to have only clean data, so not eligible. I need to triage and remove.
/data/elwing_sys is probably useless now. I need to triage and remove.
/data/share/Data-Important is useful and eligible, but is taking quite some space and counting. I'd be glad is it was saved too. Currently it is mirrored
on Touchirou but it is ignored too. Would 108GB and more in the future be acceptable?
Agreed for exclude_regex.

#3 - 2017-08-30 00:23 - Pierre-Louis Bonicoli

s/backup_exclude/backup_excludes/ (same for backup_exclude_regex)

is that ok with you ?
Currently it is mirrored on Touchirou but it is ignored too. Would 108GB and more in the future be acceptable?

Would it be possible to backup it once ? I mean: we should try to backup it but mirror on Toushirou should not be included on the backups of
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Toushirou.
#4 - 2017-08-30 05:03 - Marc Dequènes
Yes the renaming is fine.
I would rather backup from Toushirou to avoid having my own connection being even slower (#550); also I experienced end-of-month special
slowdowns probably due to quota, so that's not a very nice situation.
I checked my Unison config and .nobackup is ignored, which means it is easy to allow backup of only one instance. I re-enabled the one on
Toushirou.

#5 - 2017-09-04 20:21 - Marc Dequènes
- Assignee changed from Marc Dequènes to Pierre-Louis Bonicoli
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